In this papec we present a novel wire duplication-based interconnect modeling technique. The proposed modeling technique exploits the sparsity of the L-' matrix, where L is the inductance matrix, and constructs a sparse and stable equivalent RLC circuit by windowing the original inductance matrix. The model avoids matrix inversions. Most important, it is more accurate and more efficient than many existing techniques.
Introduction
With the continual increasing of clock frequency and global interconnect length and decreasing of signal transition time, accurate modeling of inductance effects becomes increasingly more important. The partial inductance matrix L obtained from the PEEC model [7] is extremely large and dense. Duect simulation of the full L matrix is very timeconsuming and memory-consuming. To make the simulation more efficient, sparsification of L and L-' matrices has been considered in [6,4,3,5,1,21.
One sparsification approach is to discard the mutual coupling terms that are below some threshold. However, the resulting inductance matrix may not he positive definite; that leads to an unstable circuit. The shift-truncate method proposed in [6, 4] can guarantee that the generated sparse inductance matrix is positive definite. However, the accuracy is not satisfactory [3, 5] .
[3] demonstrates the locality of L-I. Hence, the L-' matrix can be easily sparsified by dropping small entries while stability is guaranteed. Thus, modeling the inductance with the truncated L-' matrix (denoted by t-') instead of the L matrix can reduce the number of coupling elements and speed up the simulation. In and is incorporated in a simulation twl (known as the K method). To avoid the K element in simulation, The truncated L-I matrix can be inverted to obtain a new inductance matrix (denoted by L). As L is also a dense matrix, direct simulation o f t (referred to as the t method) is not efficient.
[l] performs sparsification on the t matrix (known as the double-inverse inductance model). Essentially, the doubleinverse inductance model requires two approximation (sparsification) steps.
[2] calculates the sparse inductance matrix directly by using exponential potentials and matrix inversions are avoided.
In this paper, we present a novel interconnect modeling technique based on wire duplication. This technique is motivated by the mathematical property that only a subset of the entries of the the t matrix is required to reconstruct the t-I matrix. Consequently, we can construct an circuit that is equivalent to the t-' matrix out of the subset of t by wire duplication. It is stable, sparse and as accurate as the K method [3,51. Furthermore, we can apply the wire duplication technique to the original inductance matrix L directly. Thus, matrix inversions are avoided. Most important, the accuracy is improved.
We use the following notation in the paper: 
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In this section, we present the mathematical property that the t matrix contains redundant information. Consequently, we may use only the central band o f t to reconstruct the t-' matrix. That is the key to the proposed wire duplication Here, we use the following notation: A(i : j,rn : n) refers to the sub-matrix at the intersection of rows i to j and columns rn to n of A; A(:,rn) refers to column rn and A(i,:) refers to row k A ( : , r n : n) refers to wlumnsfromrn ton andA(i: j , : ) refers to rows from i to j. The index of the matrix begins at
We illustrate the mathematical property using a layout of 7 parallel and aligned wires. The wire length is 100prn. and the cross section is 0.5prnx l p . The separation between the wires is 0 . 5~. The L matrix and its inverse (L-I matrix) are (ignoring the units): If we drop the small off-diagonal terms in L-I, we obtain a band matrix, t-', with bandwidth 3:
If we invert the t-' matrix, we obtain the t matrix: Although t is a full, dense matrix, we know from the theorem that we can reconstruct the L-' matrix from only the bold entries in the t matrix. Here, we illustrate how we can reconstruct the 1" and 3" rows (columns) of the L-' matrix.
In the rest of the paper, we drop the orders of L-' and t for a more concise presentation.
To obtain the 1" row and column of the t-' matrix, we usethe(1:2,1:2)windowoft:
Inverting I, we obtain -0.00 -1.60
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Thus, the central band (with bandwidth 4b+l) of the t matrix contains all the information in the t-' matrix.
Wire Duplication Model
In the previous section, we have demonstrated that the information of t-' is contained in the central hand of L . The next step is to build an equivalent circuit out of the enbies in this band and ignore the remaining entries.
The following equation describes the magnetic couplings between the wires in the layout example in the previous section with the t-' matrix:
where &k and IX refer to the voltage drop due to the inductance and the current in the wire k respectively. controlled by their corresponding correct modelings, they are just dummy copies. We call such copies dummy wires and draw them in dashed lines. In contrast, if a wire is correctly modeled, we call it a real wire and draw it in solid lines. Here wire 3 is a real wire and wires 2 and 4 are dummy wires. The real wire and the dummy wires form a group. The total number of wires in a group is called the group size or window size. Figure 1 shows such a group, which models wire 3
correctly. Similarly, we can construct a group that includes dummy copies of wire 1 and wire 3 to model wire 2 correctly. In the group that models wire 4 correctly, dummy copies of
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Figure 1. Modeling of wire 3.
wire 3 and wire 5 are included. Real wires 2 and 4 in these two groups provide the correct voltages &Z and &4 for the VCVSs in Figure 1 . In general, only one wire is correctly modeled in one group; so we need N groups for N wires in the simulation. There are one real wire and 26 dummy wires in each group if the bandwidth o f t -' is 26 + 1 (the groups at the two ends are special cases).
In each group, every pair of wires (including both real and dummy ones) are inductively coupled, and there is no inductive coupling among groups. Let i be the partial inductance mahix for the wire duplication model, then i is block diagonal and each block corresponds to one group. k' is also block diagonal. If we remove the rows for dummy wires and utilize the fact that dummy wires have the same voltages as the corresponding real wires, we get back the t-' matrix, which is positive-definite [5,1,2]. Thus, the circuit obtained by wire duplication is stable.
We use HSPICE to verify the correctness of this wire duplication model. We refer to the wire duplication model using the t matrix as the W D k model. Two sets of simulation are carried out: one set uses the full t matrix (the t method), the other uses the WDk model. They produce exactly the same results (See Section 6 for details). It indicates that simulation with the W D l t model is also numerically equivalent to the t method. This is expected, as they are physically and mathematically equivalent. Since the t method and K method 
Optimizing the Group Size
In the wire duplication model described in the previous Similarly, wires N -1 and N can share one group.
Such an improvement is marginal, the second method, which uses larger windows, can achieve more reduction. couplings in each group increases quadratically with the window size. We discuss the trade-off in the remainder of this section.
For simplicity, we assume that all the groups me of the same size, B. The number of wires commonly found in two adjacent groups should be 2b. Let n be the number of groups needed. Then,
The number of total wires used is B . n; the number of tola1 couplings is w n . The purpose of this study is to build an equivalent circuit with a smaller size. I i includes both wires and the coupling elements. As a rough estimate, we use Bz . n / 2 as the circuit size and uy to minimize it. We can easily conclude that = is minimized when
and the minimal value of Bz. n/2 is ( B z . n/2),in = 4b(N -26).
(8)
For the circuit example in Section 6, we set the bandwidth of L-' to be 5, i.e., b = 2, and perfom wire duplicAtion simulations for different window sizes (from 5 through 12). The run times are shown in Figure 3 . We can see that the circuit obtained with a window size of 8, which is 4b, has the smallest run time. That coincides with our estimation. wires). Note that the K method has about b. N couplings and requires no dummy wires. Therefore, the wire duplication technique uses about four times couplings required in the K method and an additional N -26 dummy wires. This is the price that we pay for RLC simulation instead of RKC simulation.
Wire Duplication Using L Matrix
In the previous sections, we use the t matrix, which is obtained by two matrix inversions, in the wire duplication model. It turns out that we can use the original inductance matrix L directly in the modeling to avoid matrix inversions. An additional and more significant benefit is that the accuracy is also improved. We refer to the wire duplication model using the L matrix as the WDlL model.
The use of the windowed t matrix is based on a strict mathematical property. That mathematical property can also explain the validity of using the windowed L matrix to a certain extent, since L-' is almost a band matrix. We have shown that W D k is stable. For W D L , we can also prove its stability in a similar way.
There is another benefit of using the L Figure 4 plots the eigenvalues for the full matrix and the equivalent inductance matrices for WDk, and WDL. The bandwidth of t-l and window size used in the wire duplication methods are 5 (6 = 2) and 8 (= 4b), respectively. We can see that the eigenvalues of the equivalent inductance matrix for WDIL match those of the full matrix better; the eigenvalues of the equivalent inductance matrix for WDk diverges earlier. Simulation results also validate this conclusion (see Section 6 for details).
In the wire duplication method, using the L matrix is more accurate than using the t matrix only when the window size B is larger than its minimum value 26 + 1. If B = 26 + 1, using L does not capture more couplings. Indeed, it may not capture the correct L-' values due to the small window size. As pointed out in Section 4, using minimum window size (B = 26+ 1) for simulation is not efficient. As it is preferred to a large window size for simulation, we should always use the original inductance matrix L instead o f t .
Experiment Results
We demonstrate the wire duplication technique on a bus with 128 signals. Shields are inserted after every four signals. The wire length is Imm, the cross-section is 1 x Iw. and the separation between wires is lpm. The wires are divided into 5 segments along the length. The driver resistance is 3053 and the load capacitance is 40fF. (Note that t method is different from the double-inverse inductance model). The bandwidth o f t -' is 5 (6 = 2). and the window size for wire duplication is 8 (= 46).
A 1V 2Ops ramp input is applied to the first signal, and the rest are quiet. The waveforms for the second signal obtained from different methods are shown in Figure 5 . Results from the t method and the wire duplication methods are shown on the left; and results from the shift-truncate and doubleinverse methods are shown on the right. As a reference, the result from full matrix modeling appears in both plots. The simple -cation method is not stable and not shown. The first conclusion we can draw from Figure 5 is that W D k is equivalent to the t method. These two methods match exactly. The second conclusion is that WDlL is more accurate than WDk.
In the double-inverse method [l, 21, the same cutoff percentage is used for the L-' matrix and the t matrix. Both the double-inverse method with 2.2% cutoff and the shifttruncate method have similar number of mutual inductances as the wire duplication methods, while the double-inverse method with 1% cutoff has about twice as many mutual inductances. We can see that they perform worse than W D L . uses much less memory and runs much faster. Although the number of wires and couplings contribute directly to run time of simulation, the convergence rate, which depends on how well-conditioned the matrices are, is also very important. We can see that the wire duplication methods are faster and require less memory even than the shift-truncate method and the doubleinverse method (2.2% cutoff), despite the fact that their circuit sizes are actually larger (due to the additional dummy wires). One possible explanation is that the inductance matrices of the wire duplication model are wellconditioned, resulting faster simulation times.
Conclusion
In this paper, we propose a new interconnect modeling technique-wire duplication. With this technique, we can generate stable, sparse and yet accurate inductance models for on-chip interconnects. The wire duplication model using the t matrix is physically and mathematically equivalent to K method. However, it avoids using the new circuit element K. Using the original inductance matrix L in the wire duplication model instead of the t matrix is even more accurate.
Moreover, it avoids matrix inversions.
